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STROKE LEVEL MODELING OF ON LINE HANDWRITING THROUGH
MULTI-MODAL SEGMENTAL MODELS






Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have become within a few years the main technology for on
line handwritten word recognition (HWR). We consider here segment models which generalize
HMMs, these models aim at modeling the signal at a global level rather than at the frame level
and have been shown to overcome standard HMMs in their modeling ability. We propose a new
segment model which allows to automatically handle different writing styles. We compare our
system on the isolated character set of the UNIPEN database to a reference system and a
baseline segment model.
1 Introduction
Building an interface where anyone can enter cursive words and have them
recognized on-line automatically is a challenging problem today. Indeed, the recent
development of electronic notepads, the appearance of new types of devices like
tablets and pens and the emergence of electronic ink software,  increase the need for
this type of system.
The design of such a recognizer relies on two related steps: elementary entities
(points, strokes, portions of the drawing) are first coded in feature vectors which are
further used as inputs to the recognition system.
If recognition is analytical (the word is recognized through the identification of the
letters which compose it), one convenient and efficient approach is to perform
segmentation of the words into letters and recognition at the same time. A complex
segmentation algorithm is not necessary in this case, contrary to what happen with
procedures which use a priori segmentation. Moreover statistical methods can be used
for the design of this "segmentation-recognition" step, like Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) [2] or hybrid neural and markovian models [4,9,11].
When these systems act at the point level, they are generally composed of more states
and they present a richer topology than those relying on the stroke level [2]. The
ability of the markovian approach to efficiently deal with the variability inherent to
the omni-scriptor framework is thus enhanced. However, using such a fine level of
description has its drawbacks: it is not easy to take into account the contextual
information in the trajectory nor to give an interpretation of the different states in
terms of allographs or portions of allographs.
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Segmental models (SM) provide an alternative which allows to keep the HMM
formalism while dealing with segments composed of several points. These models
have first been introduced in speech recognition (see [3,10] for a review).
In this approach, a segment is not defined "a priori". It will correspond to a portion of
the signal which is homogeneous in some sense. In our case, we are interested in on
line character modeling and a segment will typically correspond to a stroke in a
character. Such a segment will be modeled as a whole and the trajectory of the
corresponding signal will be considered as an explicit function of time.
We explore in this article, the potential of segmental models for on line HWR.
Starting from a basic SM we then propose a new segmental model which is well
suited for handling the variability of handwriting styles. Both models have been tested
for the recognition of isolated characters on a large data set with a large number of
writers and styles. This dataset is part of the Unipen Database [6]. We have tested our
systems for multi and omni-writer recognition. For each task, SMs are compared to a
reference system which has been shown to perform well for handwriting word
recognition [4].
In section 2 we describe a general framework for sequence modeling and show how
basic HMMs fit into this formalism. Segment models are introduced in section 3. We
discuss the merits of different implementations and present a basic SM model. An
extension of this system, designed for handling different writing styles, is described in
section 4. Finally sections 5 and 6 present experimental results.
2 Sequence modeling
We focus here on isolated character recognition which is an intermediate complexity
task but the extension of the following to word recognition is straight-forward.
Let us denote  ( )TooTo ,...,1 1=  a sequence of observations (or frames) where ot is a
P-dimensional features vector (see §5), and q  an M-states character model whose
states are ( )Mss ,...,1 . For simplicity, we will consider only left to right Bakis models
without skips. For such models, the segmentation of To1 into states is completely










Let us now assume that the observations between different states are independent and

























where Mttt ,...,, 21  stand for the transition times between two successive states, and
iii ttd -= +1 . We use by convention 11 =t  and 11 +=+ TtM .
Equation (2) represents the emission probability of a sequence of observations given
the segmentation into states while (3) represents the probability of the segmentation.
We will now show that this formulation encompass classical HMMs. First, using the



















Second, for first order Markov Chains (3) reduces to:
( )[ ] ( )( )iidiiii sspsspsdp i /1./)/( 1 -= - (5)
where ( )ii ssp /  is the transition probability from state is  to itself. This duration
probability is the geometric distribution.
An alternative to standard HMMs consists in using auto-regressive (AR) predictive
models for modeling emission probabilities. This allows to slightly relax the
























Our baseline system is based on (5) and (6)1, where the probabilities ( )it qtt soop ,/ 1--




Segment models attempt to model the signal at a segment level rather than at the
observation level. An observation sequence is assumed to be generated by a
succession of SM "states" or segments, each being responsible for a subsequence.
Each segment generates a random length sub-sequence of observations:
)/(),/()/,( 11 11 iiiittiitt sdpsdopsdop iiii
-- ++
= (7)
A segment is thus defined by the segment label and its duration, i.e. instead of a state
label s in a HMM, we have now a couple of random variables (s,d). Different forms
have been proposed for the two terms in (7). We have approximated duration
probabilities via histograms. However, their contribution is small relative to the
observation probabilities. Their main utility is to provide bounds on the allowed
                                                       
1
 An on-line demo is available at:  http://www-poleia.lip6.fr/CONNEX/HWR/
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duration for each state. These bounds are then used during decoding for reducing the
search space.
The emission probability for an observation will depend on the segment, the segment
duration and the entering time in the segment, i.e. on its relative position in the
sequence. We will introduce this dependency explicitly by denoting the conditional
frame emission probability by: ( )iiit stdtop ,,,/ . We will then assume that



















t stdtopsdop  (8)
),/( 11 iitt sdop ii
-+ represents a di length trajectory in the observation space. In SMs,
each ( )iiit stdtop ,,,/  is implemented  as a continuous and smooth function of time
and thus models the correlation between successive observations.
The motivation for using segment models is illustrated in figure 1, where we have
plotted two curves corresponding to the modeling of a real signal (the third curve)
with a standard gaussian HMM model and a basic trajectory model (see §3.4). One
can see that using a classical gaussian HMM assumes that the signal is piece wise
constant whereas using a trajectory model assumes a global shape of the sequence
which may correspond much better to the real signal. In the figure the classical HMM
is assumed to have six states whereas the trajectory model has three states.
Figure 1:
 Comparison of the modeling of a signal with a local model (standard gaussian HMM) and a
segment model (trajectory model of section §3.4 corresponding to (12)). The curves represent the assumed
time-varying mean of the process (piecewise constant for the standard HMM).
3.2 Time Normalization
We will make two changes to the formulation (8). First, absolute time has no meaning
and will be replaced by the relative time spent in the state, ( )itt - . Second, since we






mapping observations to a segment si. We have used here a linear warping by
normalizing time in a state between 0 (entering time) and 1 (exit time) as proposed for
example in [7]. Thus, the effective time input to our models is a normalized time










. In the following, we will denote the normalized time ii dtt , by
t when there is no ambiguity. With this notation:
















Figures 2 below illustrate this warping strategy. It shows the evolution of a
component of the frames as a function of time, for three different writings of the letter
“a”. One can see that these writings are very similar in their shape but differ by their
lengths when using absolute time. Using a time normalized between 0 and 1 results in
curves which are much similar.
Figures 2:
 Curves of the xD  feature corresponding to three writings of an isolated letter “a”. In the left
figure, absolute time is used whereas normalized time is used in the right figure.
3.3 Training and Recognition
During the recognition, we want to find the likelihood of a sequence of observations
given a character model (eq. (1)). This computation is expensive for SMs since
dynamic programming takes place in a 3-dimensional space (time, state, duration)
instead of a 2-dimensional one for classical HMMs. Viterbi-like algorithms are then
generally used and the summation in (1) is replaced by the maximum operator:









The optimal segmentation is simultaneously computed by:








For training SMs, algorithms alternating segmentation and sequence likelihood
increase are used. These algorithms are extensions of Baum-Welch or segmental k-
means algorithms. We will use here the last one: models are re-estimated so as to
maximize the likelihood of the observations along the optimal path.
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We now describe a trajectory model that explicitly models the observations as time
dependent functions conditionally on  iii std ,, . This set of models will then be used
to estimate the { }     ˛˛-+ iiiitt sdsdop ii ,);,/( 11  family where D and S are the set of




to  produced in a state i, are assumed to follow:
( ) ( )
















where ( )tim  is a time dependent mean and ( )tie  is assumed to be an independently
distributed residual (generally a white noise) which may also depend on time. The
idea is to approximate ( )tim  by a continuous function of time with smooth variations,
which allows to take into account a certain kind of dependence between frames. Let
us denote )(ˆ)( ttF ii m= this approximation.
Different trajectory models have been proposed which differ by the class of functions
)(tFi  is assumed to belong to. For example, [7] uses a linear function of time and
[1,5] a polynomial function. As an example, Figure 3 shows a letter “r” generated
with a model (12) implemented with a MLP whose architecture is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3:
 an example of a character “r” generated by a 3-state letter model obtained after training. One can
see the three strokes generated by the three successive states, implemented with trajectory models (12).
Some authors [5] have also extended (12) by considering both relative time and past
observations for inputs, leading to:
( ) ( ) [ ]1..0, 1 ˛+= - ttoto itit em (13)
This model may offer better performance at a price of an increased complexity. We
have implemented models corresponding to (12) and (13) where )(tFi  is
implemented by a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). Figure 4 (left) shows the
architecture of a 3-state letter-model with an associated trajectory model of the form
(12) in each state. These models are flexible enough to learn a wide variety of
trajectories, while the control of their complexity (through the number of hidden cells
for example) allows to choose the smoothness of the trajectory model.
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In the decoding step, assuming a white noise residual in (12), the logarithm of the
probability of a frame is approximated by: ( )[ ] ( ) 2,/ˆlog tiit otFstop -=-
where Fi is the function implemented by the MLP.
For training, we use a segmental k-means algorithm which alternates segmentation
and sequence likelihood increase: for observation to  assigned to state is  after
segmentation, a gradient step is performed on ( ) 2ti otF - .
In our experiments, we have found that model (13) performs significantly better than
model (12), so that we provide results only for model (13) in the following.
Figure 4:
 MLP architecture of the two segment models used in this paper. The basic trajectory model (12)




The model of section 3.4 assumes that the observations follow a unimodal distribution
around the time-varying mean. Such a model is not well suited for handling the
different writing styles present in multi and omni-writer applications. One solution
could be to extend the model by adding multiple branches for each letter or by
considering a mixture of trajectory models within each segment. The complexity of
such models in the SM context clearly forbids large applications. We therefore
developed a more economic solution.
The idea is to use a segment model for each letter segment as in section 3, but instead
of learning a time-dependent mean-value, we learn a time-dependent probability
distribution. This allows to learn automatically multiple trajectories for a given
character segment. In order to implement this idea we made two more assumptions.
First, the features are considered to be conditionally independent so that a one
dimensional distribution may be learned for each feature:

































A second assumption is that this one dimensional continuous distribution will be
approximated by a discrete distribution. For that, the range of values for each feature
is divided into N intervals of equal width I IN1,...,  (all the features have a limited
range). The probabilities in (14) are then approximated through:( ) ( )( )   ,/,/ iokijt stIpstop jt=  (15)
where ( )jtok  denotes the interval I corresponding to the value of jto . Using these
assumptions, (14) is computed with:















As for the model of section 3.4, we implemented the multimodal trajectory model
using a MLP with one input, the normalized time t . The difference is that we have
now P*N outputs corresponding to the N intervals I IN1,...,  for each of the P
features. This implementation is illustrated in figure 4 (on the right). The MLP for
state is  is trained to output approximations of  the probabilities ( )ikjt stIop ,/˛  for
each j=1..P, k=1..N. We note )(
,,
tF kji  this trajectory function.
Training proceeds as in section 3 but the MLP is trained in classification mode rather
than in prediction mode as it is the case for the model of section 3.4. This is done as
follows. After decoding, each observation is assigned to a particular state at a
particular normalized time. For frame ot assigned to state si at normalized time t ,
desired outputs are defined for each of the P*N output cells of the MLP
corresponding to state si. Among the N output cells corresponding to feature j, the one
corresponding to interval ( )jtok  is assigned the desired value "1",  and the remaining
(N-1) the desired value “0”. Training is then performed as before by stochastic E.M.
The local error function for observation ot is the quadratic error between the desired
output and the output computed by the model for this observation. It is known that







Recognition proceeds as in §3.1. where the probability (7) is approximated by:








This model does not assume any prior on the trajectory distributions and allows to
handle automatically multi-modal densities when needed.
5 Experiments
We performed experiments on the UNIPEN database [6] which has been developed
for benchmarking HWR systems. We used directory 1c which contains about 60000
isolated lowercase characters, some of these characters are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Some characters (a, b, c, d, m, n, r, u, v, w), normalized in size, of the Unipen database.
We used 30000 characters for training. They have been written by 265 writers from
12 different contributing organisms. For testing, we used 10000 characters from the
same 265 writers in multi-writer mode and 10000 characters from 34 other writers
from 8 other organisms in omni-writer mode.
The input signal, a sequence of coordinates (x,y), is first unslanted using base-line
detection. The signal is then spatially resampled, which eliminates the speed
information. Then a frame of 15 coefficients (i.e. P=15) is computed for each sample
point. These include 6 “temporal” coefficients (
D x , y, sine and cosine of slope and
curvature), and nine additional coefficients which represent grey-levels of a local




Table 1 shows comparative results on the two test sets for the baseline model and the
two segment models. One must notice that that the proportions of the 26 letters in the
data sets are very different so that the overall recognition rate may be biased. Thus,
we provide results of the experiments with two different performance measurements.
The first one is the overall recognition rate, the second one is the average recognition
rate per letter.
Table 1: Recognition rate for the three models on the two test sets, corresponding to multi-writer and omni-
writer mode (95% confidence interval are %9,0– ). Two performance criteria are used, the overall
recognition rate (Overall RR) and the average recognition rate per letter (RR per letter).
Dataset Criteria Reference (§3.1) Unimodal SM (§3.4) MultiModal SM (§4)
Multi Overall RR 79.5 74.0 77.9
Multi RR per letter 74.6 69.0 76.3
Omni Overall RR 67 60.9 69.8
Omni RR per letter 64.8 59.4 68.8
In the baseline system, letter model has 7 states whereas in the segmental models
letter models have 3 states. All the models show a drop of performance between the
multi and omni-writer modes. The simple trajectory model performs worse than the
baseline model and the multi-modal SM performs similarly to the baseline system for
the multi-writer experiments and slightly better (3% or 4%) in omni-writer mode.
Note however that both segment models give acceptable performance which shows
that this approach may indeed offer an alternative to more classical models. These
results are especially encouraging since our mature baseline model has good
performances on HWR [4].
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Slightly better results have been published on Unipen database (85% accuracy for
isolated lower characters [8]). However, there is no standard benchmark and different
parts of the database have been used so that results cannot be compared directly.
7 Conclusion
Trajectory models are a possible issue to improve recognition accuracy of on-line
HWR systems. We have proposed a new segmental model which allows to handle
multiple handwriting styles without any prior hypothesis.
Preliminary results are very promising since this model has been shown to perform
similarly and sometimes better than a mature reference system.
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